The main source of narrowband impedance in the Advanced Light Source (ALS) are higher order modes (HOMs) of the two main RF and three third harmonic cavities. These HOMs drive longitudinal and transverse coupled hunch instabilities, which are controlled using active beam feedback systems. The dominant longitudinal HOMs in both systems are TMot,-like modes with the WQ factor an order of magnitude higher than all other longitudinal modes. To reduce the growth rates within the range of the longitudinal feedback system (LFB), these modes were tuned away from beam resonances by means of cooling water temperature control (main rf system), and the combination of two tuners (third harmonic system). To improve the reliability of the longitudinal dampening system, we have built and installed E-type HOM dampers for the fundamental and harmonic cavities. We present the design, commissioning and performance of the HOM dampers in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The ALS storage ring 500 MHz RF system uses two reentrant accelerating cavities apertures coupled to a waveguides for providing power. Originally, each main RF cavity was equipped with the HOM damper located in this waveguide as shown in Fig. 3 , which resulted in moderate damping of some HOMs. From operational experience there were still three HOM main cavity modes that were gave instability growth rates beyond the damping rate of the longitudinal feedback (LFB) system [I] and required careful tuning to maintain beam stability. The most important modes are T M o l t mode (highest WQ factor) at 0.81 GHz and two others at 2.35 GHz and 2.85 GHz. The longitudinal symmetry of two out of the three modes of interest (0.81 GHz and 2.85 GHz) were an "odd" type, which indicated that an E-type damper located at the cavity equator was the best choice for a HOM damper (there was one port with the 48mm diameter available for HOM damper installation). In the 1.5 GHz third harmonic cavities, only one longitudinal mode (TMoll at 2.32GHz) presented problems. This mode was damped with a similar HOM damper.
E-TYPE HOM DAMPER BASICS
The simplest E-type HOM damper consists of a pick-up probe and resistive termination. The damper will reach optimum performance when Rd=X, ( 
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In reality some length of the coaxial transmission line has to he introduced between the HOM antenna and the termination resistor. By having the termination load impedance different from the characteristic impedance of the transmission line one can achieve an enhanced damping effect at particular frequencies. The equivalent electrical schematic of the basic E-type damper terminated into resistive load is shown in Fig. 1 .
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where: Cpr-total probe capacitance In -displacement current induced in the HOM antenna for a particular cavity mode (for probe port shorted).
DESIGN PROCESS
MAFIA 3D frequency and time domain processors have heen used to determine the required size and the penetration of the HOM antenna into the rf cavity. Our goal was to damp the mtl mode to the level where the growth rate was well within the damping ability of the LFB without dissipating significant fundamental frequency power in the HOM damper. The best damping effect has been achieved with the 19mm copper rod penetrating the rf cavity by 70mm. The "cold model" has been build and installed on the spare cavity in our test stand facility. The cold model was equipped with the sliding piston, which allowed further optimization of the geometry of the damper. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the loaded Q of the TMolt mode as a function of the penetration of the antenna into the rf cavity.
The total fundamental frequency power dissipated in the HOM damper for a 70mm antenna penetration is approximately 500W (for 50kW cavity cell power). More than 99.9% of the fundamental frequency losses in the HOM damper are due to eddy current losses induced on the surface of the antenna by the RF cavity field. 
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The required power handling cap~hilitier of the termination resistors for the \\orst scenario of single bunch 30mA circulating current with all HOM modes tuned to the adjacent current spectral lines h a been calcul3ted and 150 W tcrminatiun resistors have been chosen accordingly. 
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DAMPERS LAY-OUT
'The Lross-scction ufthe A I S llF main cavity and HOM damper is shown in Fig 3. It consists of 180mm long antenna. supponing coaxial strucure, two 5052 termination pons and the mcuum bellows. The antenna and the two ru& connciting the coaxial supponing structure to the \'acuum feedthruugh arc made of OFIIC copper. All other p a m are made of stainless steel. Additionally, the co3xial rupponing struL.ture is nickel plated, to increa.e the rf lasses io thc HOM modes, U hich are not strongly coupled 10 the bmpening reskiom. lerminsted pons s e lo;atcd 281mm from the shoned end o f the HOM main supponing structure (3 4; . for TMotl mode 3nd 0 . G 1Lr funrllmmtal 'TM;., mode). Vacuum bellws allow us to minimia the coupling o f the fundamsnwl mode to the 1lOhl damper, 3nd to op1imii.e the dumper perfonrunce over 811 frequency ,pcctra.
The HOM damper antenna and thc coaxial .upporting stem are warer-cooled. Thc damper 13 located on the movable table, which 3IIu\vs position ofthc antenna with all six degrecs nf rreedom. Fundamental frequency coupling factor 10 the IIOM damping pun 1s louer than 60dB.
In the third harmonic cavity case the optimization ofthe position of the antenna in the cavity is not as critical since there is only one monopole mode required to be damped and the cavity cell power is a factor of IO lower than in the main cavities. For these reasons bellows have been excluded from the damper layout, and the damper is directly attached to the cavity flange without any additional support. Over the next few months we will install a second identical damper on each third harmonic cavity, which will damp the second Olorizontal) component of the "odd" dipole modes.
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PERFORMANCE
The. results of the measurements of the longitudinal HOM spectrum at fundamental frequency cavity before and after damper installation are shown in Tablel. modes. The dampening effect of the vertical component of the I-E-l and some other "even" modes is the result of the "waveguide" type HOM damper installed in the rf power waveguide and coupled to the cavity via rf power coupler.
There is only one "odd" longitudinal mode "trapped" inside the third harmonic cavity (TMoll mode), which was effectively damped by single HOM damper installed in April 2003. The cross-section of the ALS third harmonic cavity with two E-type HOM dampers is shown in Fig 4. 
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CONCLUSION
The installation of the HOM dampers on ALS rf cavities was an immediate success. Now, the ALS storage ring can operate with the 312 bunch filling pattern (with help from the third harmonic cavities Landau damping effect) without the Longitudinal Feedback System closed. For the 216 bunch beam pattern due to the significantly higher phase. transient effect the LFB system is still required, but it can operate with significantly lower gain.
